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THE ROMANTIC AGE
Emotion vs reason, romantic poetry.
W. WORDSWORTH: the theorist of English Romanticism; the manifesto of English Romanticism; 
man and the natural world; the importance of  the senses and memory; recollection in tranquillity; 
the poet’s task and his style; “A certain colouring of imagination”; “She dwelt among the untrodden
ways”; “Daffodils”; “My heart leaps up”; “The solitary reaper”.
S. T. COLERIDGE: the man and the poet; imagination and fancy; the ideal in the real; the Rime: 
content, atmosphere and characters; the Rime and traditional ballads; “The killing of the albatross”; 
“The water snakes”. 
J. KEATS: “One whose name was writ in water; the substance of his poetry; the role of 
imagination; beauty and art; negative capability; “Ode on a Grecian urn”.
THE VICTORIAN AGE
The Victorian compromise: the term Victorian; Victorian values; utilitarianism; Darwinism; the 
Victorian novel; aestheticism and decadence; The Victorian comedy.
C. DICKENS: the writer of the compromise; characters; a didactic aim; Dickens’s narrative. Oliver 
Twist: the plot; London’s life; the world of the workhouse; “Oliver’s ninth birthday”. A Christmas 
carol: the plot; themes; Dickens and Christmas; “Scrooge’s transformation”; “Ignorance and Want”.
Hard times: the plot; the structure; a critique of materialism; “A man of realities”; “A town of red 
brick”.
T. HARDY: the novelist of rural England; Hardy’s deterministic view; Hardy’s Wessex; main 
themes; Hardy’s language and imagery; structure and narrative technique. Tess of the 
D’Urbervilles: the plot; the issue of morality; the end of old country life;  “Alec and Tess”; “Sorrow
the undesired”.
O. WILDE: the brilliant artist and the dandy; a professor of aesthetic; art for art’s sake. The picture 
of Dorian Gray: the plot; narrative technique; allegorical meaning; “I would give my soul”; 
“Dorian’s death”. The importance of being Earnest: plot; a new comedy of manners; the institution 
of marriage; irony and imagination; “The vital importance of being Earnest”.
THE MODERN AGE
A deep cultural crisis; Freud’s influence; the theory of relativity; external time vs internal time; the 
modern novel and the stream of consciousness; the interior monologue; the theatre of the absurd.
J. JOYCE: the most radical innovator of 20th-century writing; ordinary Dublin; the rebellion against 
the church;  a subjective perception of time; the impersonality of the artist. Dubliners: the origin of 
the collection; narrative technique; the use of epiphany; a pervasive theme: paralysis; “Eveline”; 
“Araby” (fotocopia).Ulysses: the plot; the relation to Odyssey; the setting; the mythical method; the
representation of human nature; a revolutionary prose; “Molly’s monologue”.
G. ORWELL: an independent-minded personality; first hand experiences; an influential voice of the
20th century; the artist’s development; social themes. Animal farm: the historical background to the 
book; the plot; the animals; “The execution”. Nineteen eighty-four: structure and plot; Winston 
Smith; an anti utopian novel; “Big Brother is watching you”,



S. BECKETT: the suffering of being.  Waiting for Godot: the plot; absence of a traditional 
structure; the symmetric structure; Vladimir and Estragon; the meaninglessnesss of time;  the 
language; “Nothing to be done”.
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